[Clinical study of physiological age in accordance with the integration of traditional Chinese and Western medicine].
TCM and western geriatric medical principles were used to study the assessment of aging in mankind. The authors studied and examined 387 healthy subjects ranging from 45 to 69 years of age. Its indices included 24 TCM senility syndromes, 5 western medical neurophysiological indices. Thereafter, regression analysis was used to deduce a TCM-WM aging formula. Data from all clinical subjects were processed using integrated TCM-WM, physiological age formula to determine the physiological ages (Y) and their corresponding calendar ages (y). The mean values of the age differential of zero, and a standard deviation of 2.29 years were calculated. From statistical view point, a 95 percentage is an acceptable normal value range. Also, as the objective of the aging assessment only used the higher end of the range. I.E., it is considered there is excessive aging when physiological age is higher than calendar age by 3.37 years. In the process of conducting regression analysis, the authors also discovered that LPO can increase TCM senility syndrome score, whereas CuZnSOD decrease it. The above clinical study showed that the regression analysis and age-related TCM indices can comprehensively reflect the natural process of aging in mankind. It also demonstrated the highly predictive nature of TCM senility syndrome score.